JOHN MALCOLM LUDLOW
The Builder of Christian Socialism

By N. C. Masterman

The life of the founder and leader of Christian Socialism offers considerable enlightenment on the guiding philosophy of this important nineteenth-century English movement toward social reform. Masterman emphasizes the confusion of goals within the movement, the radical European and even cosmopolitan character with which Ludlow infused it, and its role as link between nineteenth-century liberalism and the corporate collectivism that succeeded it. $5.50

THE ORIGINS OF LINCOLN’S INN

By Sir Ronald Roxburgh

The problem of who founded Lincoln’s Inn is re-examined in the light of recent scholarship. Although Stow’s 1598 Survey of London has for many years cast doubt on the traditional belief that it was the third earl of Lincoln, a document dated sixty years earlier has been discovered that suggests the tradition is correct. Sir Ronald uses that document and other recently uncovered papers in the Middle Temple to reassess the entire history of Lincoln’s Inn. $3.75

THE LATER CORRESPONDENCE OF KING GEORGE III
Volume II, 1793-1797

Edited by A. Aspinall

The second in a projected series of five volumes begins with the close of Pitt’s peacetime administration and ends with the last days of 1797. The editor has collected and meticulously annotated every important previously unpublished letter, including the private papers of members of the royal family. $22.50

Also Available: Volume I, 1783-1793, $19.50

GUIDE TO RESEARCH FACILITIES IN HISTORY IN THE UNIVERSITIES OF GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND

By G. Kitson Clark and G. R. Elton

This useful paperback guide lists alphabetically every university in the United Kingdom with information on library and manuscript collections covering special periods and aspects of history. There is also detailed material on postgraduate research courses and procedures for application and admission. Paper, $1.00
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HISTORY AND THEORY

Studies in the Philosophy of History

Editor: George H. Nadel


Vol. III:1

Symposium: "Uses of Theory in the Study of History"
Review Essays: J. H. Hexter, Reappraisals in History (J.G.A. Pocock); E. H. Carr, What is History? (Jacob M. Price)

Vol. III:2

Articles: W. B. Gallie, "The Historical Understanding"
George Lichtheim, "Sartre, Marxism, and History"
Vernon K. Dibble, "Four Types of Inference . . ."

Review Essays: Theodore Schieder, Begegnungen . . . (W. M. Simon)
Robert Shackle, Montesquieu (Melvin Richter)
Lee Benson, Turner and Beard (Burleigh Wilkins) and others

Published by: MOUTON & CO., n.v., The Hague, Netherlands


$5 per volume $2 single issue
THE HISTORICAL JOURNAL
Editor: F. H. HINSLEY

Contents of Volume VI, No. 2, September, 1963

ARTICLES:

I. Political Groups and Tactics in the Convention of 1660. By J. R. Jones

II. Enlightened Government and its Critics in Eighteenth-Century Germany. By Geraint Parry

III. The No-Popery Movement in Britain in 1828-9. By G. I. T. Machin


V. The Politics of the Establishment of County Councils. By J. P. D. Dunbabin

VI. The Political Significance of German-Soviet Trade Negotiations, 1922-5. By R. P. Morgan

COMMUNICATION:

Great Britain's European Treaty Obligations in March 1902. By Valerie Cromwell

REVIEW ARTICLES:

1. Politics and History in David Hume (G. Giarrizzo, David Hume politico e storico). By Duncan Forbes

2. Father and Sons (Ford K. Brown, Fathers of the Victorians). By David Newsome

OTHER REVIEWS

OTHER BOOKS RECEIVED

Subscription price per volume of two parts $5.00 net. Single parts $3.00.

Address orders to:
Cambridge University Press, 32 East 57th St., New York 22, N. Y.
We are reprinting all (except superseded) volumes published by the Hakluyt Society in its FIRST SERIES which consisted of 100 volumes. These were published originally between 1847 and 1898. The series, as noted, will be available on subscription at $1,950. Parts of sets or individual volumes available at separate prices.

The Hakluyt Society, established in 1846, has for its object the publication of original narratives of important voyages, travels, expeditions, and other geographical records. Books of this class are of the highest interest to students of history, geography, literature, navigation, and ethnology, and many of them, especially the spirited accounts and translations of the Elizabethan and Stuart periods, are admirable examples of English prose at the stage of its most robust development.

Other Recent Publications

Cillow, Joseph, Literary and biographical dictionary of English Catholics from the breach with Rome in 1534 to the present. 5 vols., 3082 pp. (1885-92) 1962. $125.00

Hardy, Th. D. Descriptive catalogue of materials relating to the history of Great Britain & Ireland (303-1327) 4°, 3 vols. in 4, 2474 pages. (Rolls Series—London 1862-71) $135.00 or per part $40.00


Hazlitt, W. C. (ed.) The English drama and stage under the Tudor and Stuart princes, 1543-1663. (Roxburghe Club, London 1869). N. Y., 1963. $35.00


* * *“The most valuable source in print.” Conyers Read, Bibliog. #555, 550 copies printed.


* * *“Indispensable,” Conyers Read, Bibliog. of British History, Tudor Period, #2452. The M.P. tracts, written by a Puritan writer(s), attacking the Established Church, achieved wide interest and were written with a certain style and wit. In order to end the “war of pamphlets,” the services of writers of ready wit, including John Lyly, Thomas Nashe, and Robert Greene were secretly commissioned to annihilate the Puritan(s).


* * *“The standard authority.” Conyers Read, #1903.


* * *Conyers Read: Bibliog. of British Hist., #1963. “Valuable.” Long considered the standard history covering the period from medieval, renaissance, and modern times. “learned work” Winfield in: Chief sources Eng. Legal Hist. p. 38 (1962) “Modern work” ibid.


* * *Besterman, (3 ed.). 150,000 entries. The best single source of information for periods and countries where no adequate national bibliography exists. It is both an author and subject bibliography. Esdaile, in his famous Manual of Bibliography, p. 306 praises the work highly: “In England the 18th century is ill served . . . and the best source we have is certainly Watt” (1954).

Burt Franklin Publisher
514 West 113 Street, New York 25, New York
GEORGE III, The Story of a Complex Man
— by J. C. Long

I have read with interest and enthusiasm the recent biography of GEORGE III by J. C. Long, published by Macdonald of London in 1962; by Little, Brown in 1961.

"As an objective and sympathetic life of the Monarch, GEORGE III, it has been commended on both sides of the Atlantic, where it should find a warm welcome among those wanting to understand and cultivate Anglo-American relations.

"It is on the recommended list of the National Council of Teachers of English (U.S.A.). The author has been for some years a member of E-SU and much of the book was written at Dartmouth House, Berkeley Square."—John Jay Schieffelin, Acting Director General, English-Speaking Union (U.S.A.) 7 September 1963.

"If you can change the traditional American picture of him (George III), you will have done a good service to American-British relations." — Arnold Toynbee to the author.

"I have already read long passages with the greatest interest and enjoyment." — C. S. A. Dobson, Librarian of the House of Lords.

"John Long has undertaken to rescue the King from the strong shadows of his political background. He has achieved some success with this difficult and courageous task." — Good Reading, the Review of Books Recommended by the Princeton University Faculty.

Professor! The above is an indication of our efforts to bring a scholarly work to public attention.

If you have a recently published book (university press or notable general publisher) Benn Hall Associates usually can find new audiences for it.

Thousands of new titles are published each year and an important book can bloom unseen for lack of specialized attention.

Yet your magnum opus may be vital to your career in proportion to its recognition in either the general or specialized press.

We represent books by authors of professional standing and usually we can direct some limelight to such a book.

Our clients also include various established publishers and Book-of-the-Month.

Write us for folder and information without any obligation.

BENN HALL ASSOCIATES
Dept. A, 757 Third Avenue, New York, N. Y.
The History of the English People in the Nineteenth Century by Elie Halévy.

(translated from the French by E.I. Watkin & D.A. Barker)

"Professor Halévy writes with almost unparalleled learning...no other account that has appeared approaches his for solidity and brilliance."

— Saturday Review

"What Halévy wrote on England is unique and incomparable." — The Times (London) Literary Supplement

"It is a masterstroke to make Halévy's classic...available to students in University Paperbacks." — Hartley Simpson, Dean of the Graduate School, Yale University

"Impossible to exaggerate its importance and interest."

— The Observer

For research, reference, and pleasure—for scholars on any level, for libraries, and for the general reader. Written in vivid prose with extensive footnotes and index.

UNIVERSITY PAPERBACKS - the set, $11.70; CLOTH - the set, $25.00

Barnes & Noble, Inc. 105 Fifth Avenue, New York 3, N. Y.

A Quarterly Published by Authority of the General Convention

HISTORICAL MAGAZINE

OF THE PROTESTANT EPISCOPAL CHURCH

U.S.A. $1.25 the Copy — $6.00 the Year

A journal of the historical narrative, bibliography, documents and interpretation in the field of the Protestant Episcopal Church and the Anglican Communion.

Order from:

606 RATHERVUE, AUSTIN 5, TEXAS
POLITICAL SCIENCE QUARTERLY

Published by
THE ACADEMY OF POLITICAL SCIENCE
Columbia University, New York 27, New York

Academy members receive as part of their membership privileges issues of POLITICAL SCIENCE QUARTERLY and the PROCEEDINGS of Academy meetings.

Annual Membership .............. $  6.00
Student Membership ............. $  5.00
Life Membership ................. $100.00

I wish to become a member ..............
or renew my membership ..............

My name ..............................................................................

Address ...............................................................................

Gift to ..................................................................................

Address ...............................................................................
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The William and Mary Quarterly:
A Magazine of Early American History

Subscription rates:
$5.00 per year (Students, $2.00; Armed Forces, $3.00)
$1.50 per issue

The William and Mary Quarterly will purchase certain issues of the magazine now out of stock and needed for libraries: January 1944, January 1946, July and October 1947, January and July 1955, January and July 1956, January and April 1957, January 1958, January and April 1959. Copies sent to the Editor, the William and Mary Quarterly, Box 220, Williamsburg, Virginia, will be paid for at the rate of $1.50 per issue.

THE DURHAM BOOK SERVICE
Specializes in, and maintains a large stock of,
Scholarly Books on the Social Sciences.
Inquiries welcomed. Lists of Desiderata checked promptly. Searches undertaken.

* * *

Now Ready
THE BRITISH PEOPLE
FROM ELIZABETH I TO ELIZABETH II
A moderately priced collection of important out-of-print and rare books covering social, political and economic history.

HADDAM QUARTER ROAD, DURHAM, CONN. DI 9-3130
The Journal appears twice in the academic year, in the autumn and in the spring.

The annual subscription is $4.00 Commonwealth and foreign subscribers may remit by personal check or by check through their bankers, depending on their national exchange regulations.

Membership in the Conference on British Studies is open to scholars recommended by a member of the Conference. Inquiries concerning membership should be directed to the Executive Secretary, Professor Ruth Emery, Conference on British Studies, New York University, Washington Square, New York 3, New York.

Checks for subscriptions and inquiries concerning advertising rates should be addressed to The Journal of British Studies, Trinity College, Hartford 6, Connecticut.

Correspondence concerning manuscripts should be sent to Professor Willson H. Coates, Department of History, University of Rochester, Rochester 20, New York.

Volume III, Number 2 will be published in May, 1964.
The Pattern of Australian Culture

Edited by A. L. McLeod, Lock Haven State College, Pa.

At present, Australia is experiencing a period of astonishing productivity in all branches of culture. Here twelve Australians, authorities on various aspects of the cultural ethos, describe what is distinctively Australian in areas including literature, art, philosophy, historiography, law, education, the social fabric, and recreation. A great virtue of the book is that it not only discusses painters and poets, singers and scientists, it gives the reader a feel for Australia. It describes the national image, effects of climate on painting as well as the training of tennis players, the culture of the aborigines and their contributions to the language, and the meaning of the phrase “to waltz Matilda.” In short, any reader will find much to interest him in this book.

497 pages, illus., $7.50

European Positivism in the Nineteenth Century

An Essay in Intellectual History

By W. M. Simon, Cornell University

This book is a historical assessment of the place in European thought of the work of the French philosopher Auguste Comte and his disciples. A model of historical analysis, it carefully documents Comte's sources and influences. The groupings of Comte's disciples that formed in France and England are discussed, plus the means, extent, and effectiveness of the dissemination of his ideas to the general public in France, England, and Germany. The other persons treated include Taine, Renan, Durkheim, Buckle, George Eliot, and John Stuart Mill. Professor Simon analyzes the reasons for both the growth and the later decline of the Positivist movement, especially in relation to the state of religion in Europe in the last hundred years.

395 pages, $5.95

CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS

Ithaca, New York
The following articles will appear in forthcoming issues of the *Journal of British Studies*:

Josef L. Altholz — The Political Behavior of the English Catholics, 1850-1867

Joseph O. Baylen — W. T. Stead's *History of the Mystery* and the Jameson Raid

Mary D. Condon — The Irish Church and the Reform Ministries

William H. Dunham, Jr. — Regal Power and the Rule of Law: a Tudor Paradox


Robert Kelley — Asquith at Paisley: the Content of British Liberalism at the End of its Era

William L. Sachse — The Mob and the Revolution of 1688

David Underdown — The Independents Reconsidered

Robert Walcott — “Sir Lewis Namier Considered” Considered